
2U Cantilever Fixed Shelf (60 lb / 27 kg capacity; 21
in. / 533.4 mm depth.)
MODEL NUMBER: SRSHELF2PDP

 

Description
Tripp Lite's SmartRack SRSHELF2PDP is a 2U cantilever mount fixed shelf. Cantilever shelf supports monitors and other equipment with a 60lb capacity. Shelf

is compatible with 2 or 4 post rack enclosure cabinets. The SRSHELF2PDP is 21 inches in depth but can use two shelves back to back to create a deep fixed

shelf in 2POST racks. Required mounting hardware is included. 

Features
2U cantilever mount fixed shelf

Cantilever shelf supports monitors and other equipment with a 60lb capacity

Shelf is compatible with 2 or 4 post rack enclosure cabinets

SRSHELF2PDP is 21 inches in depth but can use two shelves back to back to create a deep fixed shelf in 2POST racks

Required mounting hardware is included

Specifications

PHYSICAL

Shipping Dimensions (hwd / in.) 4 x 20 x 21

Shipping Dimensions (hwd / cm) 10.16 x 50.8 x 55.63

Shipping Weight (lbs.) 9

Shipping Weight (kg) 4.08

Unit Dimensions (hwd / in.) 3.5 x 19 x 21

Unit Dimensions (hwd / cm) 8.89 x 48.26 x 45.72

Unit Weight (lbs.) 5

Unit Weight (kg) 2.27

Highlights
Fixed Shelf, 2U Cantilever

mount. Required mounting

hardware included

2 or 4 post rack compatible

21 inch shelf depth

Cantilever shelf supports

monitors and other equipment

Cold rolled steel with black finish.

Use two shelves back to back to

create a deep fixed shelf in

2POST racks

Package Includes
Shelf and mounting hardware
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WARRANTY

Product Warranty Period (Worldwide) 5-year limited warranty

© 2015 Tripp Lite. All rights reserved. All product and company names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does

not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by them. Tripp Lite has a policy of continuous improvement. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Tripp Lite uses primary and third-party agencies to test its products for compliance with standards. See a list of Tripp Lite's testing agencies: 

http://www.tripplite.com/products/product-certification-agencies
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